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1. Consider a one-parameter semi-group of bounded linear operators Tt(tO) on a Banach space X into X:
1
T T T+, To--I (the identity operator),
2

(3

Ttx= Ttox, x e X,
sup I[ Tt ll < oo.

strong-lim

The infinitesimal generator A of the semi-group
4
A- strong-lira h- (T-- I)x.

T

is defined by

,0

It is known that A is a closed linear operator whose domain D(A) is
strongly dense in X. A fractional power
5
--(--A)",
of A was defined by S. Bochner ) and R.S. Phillips) as the infinitesimal
generator of the semi-group

(6

Ttx- Tt,x--

Tx drt,(,),

where the measure dyt,(2):>O is defined through the Laplace integral
exp (-ta)=
exp (--2a)dr,(,), (t,a>O and O<c<l).
(7)
he purpose of the present note is to prove that this semi-group
Tt- Tt,, is analytic in t, ) or more precisely, that T belongs to the
class of semi-groups introduced in a previous note. )
For any xeX and for any t>O, Ttx-Tt,,x is strongly differentiable in t, and x-strong-lim h-(+--t)x .satisfies
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